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Introduction
Two questions are considered in present paper. 1. A new approach to improve the

plasma confinement in stellarators is discussed. We analyze here an idea to eliminate the
locally-trapped particles by excluding the local extremes of the magnetic field strength B
on the magnetic surfaces. In such stellarators there exists straight field line flux coordinate
system a,9,§ in which E a B(a,6) or B = B(a,C). 2. An attempt is done to elucidate
the reason of the ”local ballooning mode” instability, which restricts strongly the 3 limit
in stellarators. Considering the conventional stellarators in the frame of the stellarator
expansion we show that such instability can be explained by the effect of 3D geometry
of the magnetic surfaces without taking into account three dimensional helical secondary
currents.
1. Symmetric-like topology of B = const lines on magnetic surfaces

Dependence of the magnetic field strength B on magnetic surface on two angle vari-
ables strongly effects on the drift trajectories of charged particles and the neoclassical
transport. In the symmetric systems the lines B = const on magnetic surfaces coincide
with the direction of symmetry. In 3D closed systems toroidal effect leads to appearance of
the additional inhomogeneity of B, so that in general case the part of the lines B = const
form islands on the magnetic surfaces. This leads to appearance of locally~trapped par—
ticles with orbits having large radial excursion which increase the neoclassical transport.
Some different ways to eliminate such orbits were considered in [1~3}. Here we propose in
some aspects more clear requirement similar to the quasisymmetry (QS) condition, but
less restrictive one.

The QS condition B : B( a,65), where} a,03,(g are the Boozer flux coordinates,
restores the B = const lines behavior like that of the symmetric systems, and excludes
the transport enhancement due to symmetry violation. It is known however, that the Q5
condition can’t be satisfied in the whole plasma. volume. To obtain reliable system one
can try to use more weaker condition which nevertheless will remain the plasma transport
coefficients significantly smaller then in conventional stellarators. One can see that the
condition of locally«tra.pped orbits elimination is almost equivalent to the condition of
elimination of the islands of lines B = const on magnetic surfaces and can be formulated
as

B = B( a, 9) a (1)
where a, 9, 4 is the straight magnetic field lines flux coordinate system. We call such
systems as ”normal” ones [4}.

To clear up the additional freedom in the parameters choice of the normal systems in
comparison with the Q3 ones let’s use the method of expansion on the distance from the
magnetic axis. The expression for B in Boozer coordinates can be written as [5]
B = Bo(1+ (1(011ccos 03 + 0115 sin 63) + 052(020 ~i~ 0225 C05 268 'i' 032,, Sin 293) + .i.) . (2)

Here in general case all the coefficients 0 are the functions of longitudinal coordinate.
As the Q3 condition requires all the coefficients to be coast, the number of conditions
grows faster then the number of available free parameters. This is the reason of the
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impossibility to fulfill the Q5 condition in all powers of eXpansion. The transition to new
poloidal variable

93 = 9 +1190 + “mucosa + mls'sin 9) + (120120 + nzgccos 26 + 77223 sin 26) + (3)

leaves the structure of the expression (2) for B just the same, while the additional free
parameters We appear. The number of free parameters is now not smaller then the
number of the conditions following from Eq. (1) and equilibrium condition. This situation
is conserved in higher power terms. So, at least formally the existing of the normal
configurations is not forbidden.

To demonstrate the difference in the freedom of the parameters choice in Q5 and
normal configurations let’s consider these conditions in first approximation on e. The
linear term in B is proportional to the curvature and can be written as GB0(C1 cos 95 +
02 sin 6'3), where C112 are explicit functions on elongation and orientation of the near-axis
elliptical cross— sections [6] The QS condition requires C1 2 = const while the condition of
normality requires 01 + 0; = const only. Thus an additional freedom arises which may
be used to Increase the plasma stability pressure limit.

Another kind of normal systems, when B is independent on poloidal angle,
B = B( a, C) a (4)

could be considered too. Corresponding condition of Q8, B a B 01,93), can be fulfilled in
straight unclosed systems only. Such a systems are called ”isodynamic”
ones [7}. In contrast to the Q8 condition, the condition of normality (4) can he sat—
isfied in closed systems. It can be easily demonstrated in linear on a approximation,
when B = BolCBHl + akC cos 63). Here 0 is a known function of (5- Transition
to new toroidal variable (3 = C+ (17 cos 63 allows to eliminate term with cos 93 at
[CC Bo“) + 78130 [64“ : 0 . This means that cuIVature should be zero at B—extreme
cuts. In some special case, Bo = 1300(1 + fiBoos NC), I: x 160 (1 -- cos 2N0 we get
7 = 2190 C(() sin NC /(NBOQJB) , so that 1/ = 0 (no difference between C and CE) in cuts
of B—extremes, like in ”quasi-isodynamic” systems [2].
2. Ballooning modes in high-fl conventional stellarators

Numerical calculations of the ballooning modes stability show that very localized in
the extended poloidal angle domain disturbances [8] can restrict the plasma pressure.
As these modes was not found in 2D approximationfor conventional stellarator and for
tokarnak, one can believe that two causes of instability are possible: one is the SD helical
currents which are not taken into account in 2D approach and another one is the 3D
geometry of the magnetic surfaces itself.

Two dimensional description of equilibrium in ”stellarator approximation” gives a
possibility to study the effect of 3D geometry of the magnetic surfaces without taking
into account the helical secondary currents.

We have used an analytical description for vacuum magnetic configuration and simple
Sigmar—Clark model for 2D relations between the vacuum and the plasma flux coordinates.
Three-dimensional metric coefficients of the flux coordinate system of configuration with
plasma were used then in the ballooning modes equation. The results show that the
localized modes are found to be unstable in the used approximation. It means that the
geometrical effect plays an important role in the local ballooning instability.

Two typical cases of unstable modes are demonstrated in Figs. 1,2. Here, the functions
440,141, and f are presented for two different values of plasma radius and initial values
of longitudinal coordinate. ‘The initial value of poloidal coordinate is taken equalto
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zero (outwards part of the column). The functions A0 and A1 are the coefficients of the

ballooning modes equation 8(A08f/69)/c99 + Alf = 0 , and the function [1(9) is the
potential in corresponding Schrodinger-type equation. Calculations were fulfilled with
the parameters that roughly approximate ATF stellarator (6 = 9.33, A = 7.78, N = 12)
by single helical harmonic. The relative plasma pressure profile is given by p = p0 +
P102 +pza.4 +1030.“ with pa = 0.03, p1 = 0,105; = -0.09, pa = 0.06. The value of the
magnetic axis shift equals to A(0) 2 0.484, and the maximum value of A’(a) is equal ;
to —0.78. ’ i

One can give the next interpretation of the results. TWO efiects became important
when plasma pressure increases. Both of them are connected with the increase of A’(a).
Due to this effect the slepe of the magnetic field line increases locally in the outer part
of the column, especially in the vertically elongated cross-sections. The increase of the
magnetic field line slope leads to increasing of the poloidal coordinate (9 interval which
correspond to one period on C. The Sign of the magnetic field line curvature in the
outer part (0 = 0) of the column becomes negative for all values of C in opposite to the
vacuum or small plasma pressure cases. The presence of the regions with large values
of I Va |2 (small value of A“) in every period gives a possibility to decrease the value
of the disturbance abrupt without large increase of the energy variation. If the regions
with large negative curvature take place in configuration too, the possibility arises for
instability of modes which are localized in this regions and are diminishing in the regions
of large [Va [2, if the local shear is not very large.
Conclusions. 1) The new approach is suggested for stellarator improvement by elimi~
nation of local extremes of magnetic field strength (the lines B = const do not form the
islands) on magnetic surfaces. The existing of such ”norma ” 3D magnetic configurations
have been demonstrated.

The condition of normality is Weaker then that of the quasisymmetry, and one can
‘hope that the additional freedom in the parameters choice will permit to increase the
plasma pressure limit on stability.

2) An appearance of the very localized along magnetic field lines ballooning modes in
conventional stellarator is elucidated. It is shown that the geometrical effects play the
important role in such modes of instability.
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Fig. 1.. The coefficients A0 and A1 of the ballooning Fig. 2_ The same as in Fig.1, but for a = [19’
made equation and the eigenfunction f for plasma ra— and for initial point on outwards part of horizon-
dius a = 0.95, and for initial point on outwards part of tally oriented ellipse. The mode is ungtable‘
vertically oriented ellipse. The dependence of potential
U on poloidal coordinate 0 along the magnetic field line
is shown also. The mode is unstable.


